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it makes for a weirdly offbeat and original take on the survival genre, and there's a reason why there's been no shortage of
interest in this adaptation of romero's classic. even in the modern age, a zombie movie can play a very specific role in the

genre, and this is one that straddles both worlds. the film's shift in focus to a tale of survival in an asian city echoes the
circumstances of the original outbreak, but the added level of gritty realism is a welcome departure from the standard fare. in
fact, this is the first time that the zombies appear so realistic and engaging, and there's plenty of blood and guts to go around.
in the new universe, a zombie outbreak has hit a chinese city, turning its citizens into the mindless ghouls. with the help of a

teacher (arterton), a security guard (brie larson) and a hostage (saoirse ronan), an unlikely trio must fight for their lives
against both the threat of the zombies and the madness that the whole incident has caused in the population. its been a while

since the undead were a feature of popular cinema and the zombie trend of the past decade has had its moments. the
walking dead has risen to the top of the genre, but its a guilty pleasure, not a social commentary. by contrast, scott

derrickson's 2014 remake of dawn of the dead was a shocking and visceral send-up of the genre, which managed to humanise
the undead. and now im glad to report that derricksons follow-up dawn of the planet of the apes is more firmly in the camp of
the political, tackling contemporary topics with an unapologetic ferocity. its still a bit of a zombie movie, but this time with a

twist. this is a movie about what happens when the tables turn.
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